Stochastic integration rules are derived for in nite integration intervals, generalizing rules developed by Siegel and O'Brien (1985) for nite intervals. Then random orthogonal transformations of rules for integrals over the surface of the unit m-sphere are used to produce stochastic rules for these integrals. The two types of rules are combined to produce stochastic rules for multidimensional integrals over in nite regions with Normal or Student-t weights. Example results are presented to illustrate the e ectiveness of the new rules.
For statistics applications the function p( ) may be an unnormalized unimodal posterior density function and g( ) is some function for which an approximate expected value is needed. We are interested in problems where p( ) is approximately multivariate normal ( N m ( ; ) or multivariate Student-t ( t m ( ; )). In these cases, a standardizing transformation in the form = + Cx can be determined (possibly using numerical optimization), where is the point where log(p( )) is maximized, is the inverse of the negative of the Hessian matrix for log(p( )) at , and C is the lower triangular Cholesky factor for ( = CC t ). The transformed integrals then take the form where jjxjj = p x t x, f(x) = g( +Cx)p( +Cx)=w(jjxjj), and w(jjxjj) = e ?x t x=2 (multivariate normal), or w(jjxjj) = (1+ x t x ) ?(m+ )=2 (multivariate Student-t) . If the approximation to p( ) is good, then f(x)
Accepted for publication in SIAM Journal on Scienti c Computing. y Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9211640. can be accurately approximated by a low degree polynomial in x, and this motivates our construction of stochastic multidimensional polynomial integrating rules for integrals I(f).
This type of integration problem has traditionally been handled using Monte-Carlo algorithms (see the book by Davis and Rabinowitz, 1984 , and the more recent paper by Evans and Swartz, 1992) . A simple Monte-Carlo algorithm for estimating I(f) might use
f(x i );
with the points x i randomly chosen with probability density proportional to w(jjxjj). This Monte-Carlo algorithm, which is an importance sampling algorithm for the original problem of estimating E(g), is often e ective, but in cases where the resulting f(x) is not approximately constant, the algorithm can have low accuracy and slow convergence. However, an important feature of simple Monte-Carlo algorithms is the availability of practical and robust error estimates. If we let E denote the standard error for the sample, then
and Prob(jI(f) ? I N j < E ) R ? e ?t 2 =2 p 2 dt. The new methods that we will describe can be considered a re nement of this Monte-Carlo with importance sampling algorithm. Simple Monte-Carlo with importance sampling results are exact whenever the importance modi ed integrand is constant, but our methods will be exact whenever the importance modi ed integrand is a low degree polynomial. Our methods will also provide a robust error estimate from the sample standard error. The new one-dimensional integration rules that we develop are generalizations of the rules derived for the interval -1,1], with weight w(r) = 1, by Siegel and O'Brien (1985) . Their work extends earlier work by Hammersley and Handscomb (1964) , who also considered the construction of stochastic integration rules for nite intervals. Our work is also partly based on work by Haber (1969) , who introduced the word \stochastic" for generalized Monte-Carlo rules.
Our development of stochastic multidimensional integration rules requires an additional change of variables to a radial-spherical coordinate system. We let x = rz, with z t z = 1, so that x t x = r 2 , for r 2 0; 1). Then, for m 1,
The numerical approximations to I(f) that we propose to use will be products of stochastic integration rules for the radial interval (?1; 1) with weight w(r)jrj m?1 , and stochastic rules ( of the same polynomial degree ) for the surface of the unit m-sphere. Averages of properly chosen samples of these rules will provide unbiased estimates for I(f), and standard errors for the samples can be used to provide robust error estimates for the I(f) estimates. Our development was partially motivated by the work of De ak (1990) , who used a transformation to a spherical coordinate system combined with random orthogonal transformations to develop a method for computing multivariate normal probabilities, but he did not consider using higher degree rules.
Stochastic Radial Rules
The basic radial integration rules that we use are combinations of the symmetric sums C( ) = (h( ) + h(? ))=2. A radial rule R(h) takes the form
Given points f i g, the weights fw i g will be determined so that R has polynomial degree 2n + 1. The points f i g will be randomly chosen so that R is an unbiased estimate for T(h) = R 1 ?1 jrj m?1 w(r)h(r)dr. For xed points f i g, the selection of the weights is a standard integration rule construction problem.
If we want a degree d rule, it is su cient that R(h) = T(h) whenever h(r) = r k for k = 0, 1, ..., d. When k is an odd integer, the equation is automatically satis ed because both R and the integration operator are symmetric. De ne P(h; r) by P(h; r) = Now P(h; r) is a even degree Lagrange interpolating polynomial for h, so it follows from standard interpolation theory, that P(h; r) = h, whenever h = r 2k and 0 k n. Therefore T(r 2k ) = T(P(r 2k ; r)), and the weights fw i g that we need to make R degree 2n + 1 are just integrals of the even degree Lagrange basis functions. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 1 
for i = 0; 1; :::;n, then R is a degree 2n + 1 integration rule for T.
We now describe how to choose the points f i g so that R is an unbiased estimate for T(h). In order to accomplish this, we need to nd a joint probability density function p( 0 ; 1 ; :::; n ) that satis es for any integrable h. We will explicitly show how to do this when n = 0; 1 and 2, and conjecture the general form for p for n 3. We will let T k = T(jrj k ) and use the fact that 2 Z 1 0 r m+k?1 w(r)dr = T k :
The case n = 0 is straightforward. De ne R 1 ( ) = T 0 C( ), and choose 0 randomly with density 2 m?1 w( )=T 0 . Then we have ) + C( )T( r 2 (r 2 ? 2 ) 2 ( 2 ? 2 ) ) + C( )T( r 2 (r 2 ? 2 ) 2 ( 2 ? 2 ) ):
We will choose 0 and 0 randomly with joint density
where K is determined by the condition Because R 5 is symmetric in and , the last term in R 5 also has expected value T(h)=2, so we have shown that EfR 5 g = T(h). We summarize our results in this section with Proposition 1. Proposition 1 If w(r) = w(-r), 0 = 0 and the points f i g, 0 < i n, for the rules R 2n+1 given by
(1) with weights given by (2), are chosen with probability density proportional to p( 1 ; :::
then R is an unbiased degree 2n + 1 integration rule for T(h). We have proved this for n = 1 and n = 2. The form for the probability density for n > 2 is a conjectured natural generalization of the Siegel and O'Brien Theorem 5.1 (1985) . Because of practical problems associated with generating random 's from this density when n > 2 we focus on the n = 1 and n = 2 cases.
Stochastic Spherical Integration Rules
The spherical surface integrals will be approximated by averages of random rotations of appropriately chosen rules for the spherical surface. Let
with z t j z j = 1 for all j, be an integration rule that approximates an integral of a function s(z) over the surface U m of the unit m-sphere de ned by z t z = 1. If Q is an m m orthogonal matrix then
is also an integration rule for s over U m , because jjQzjj = jjzjj. Furthermore, if S has polynomial degree d, then so does S Q , because s(Qz) has the same degree as s(z). If Q is chosen uniformly (see Stewart, 1980) and S has polynomial degree d, then S Q is an unbiased random degree d rule for U m .
There are many choices that could be used for S. We consider rules given in the book by Stroud (1971, pages 294-296) and the review paper by Mysovskikh (1980, pages 236-237) . The rules that we will combine with radial rules have degree 1, 3 or 5, and we now list them. A simple degree 1 rule is 
Stochastic Spherical-Radial Integration Rules
In this section we combine stochastic radial rules with stochastic spherical rules to produce random rules for I(f). There are many ways that this could be done. A natural approach is to form a stochastic product rule SR Q; (f) from a spherical surface rule S and a radial rule R. Such a rule takes the form
If S and R both have degree d, then SR Q; (f) will also have degree d (Stroud, 1971 , Theorem 2.3-1). If Q is a uniformly random orthogonal matrix and is random chosen with the correct density for R, then SR Q; (f) will be an unbiased estimate for I(f). We have the following theorem:
Theorem 2 m(m+1) 2 (m+2) . SR 1 (f), SR 3 Q; andŜR 5 Q; ; require 2, 2m + 1 and 2(m + 1)(m + 2) + 1 f values, respectively. A sample of one of these rules can be generated, and the sample average used to estimate I(f). The standard error for the sample can be used to provide an error estimate. For comparison purposes with the examples in Section 6, we will use SR 0 (f) to denote the one point rule f(z), with the components of z chosen from Normal(0,1). SR 0 (f) is just the simple Monte-Carlo rule for I(f) with multivariate normal weight.
Implementation Details and Algorithms
In this section we focus on integrals of the form where w(jjxjj) = (2 ) ?m=2 e ?x t x=2 . For integrals of this type, we have determined explicit formulas for the radial rule weights, along with explicit methods for generating the random radial rule points. We will also discuss the multivariate Student-t weight w(jjxjj) = ?( +m 2 ) ? ( 2 ) p ( ) m (1 + x t x ) ?(m+ )=2 .
We rst consider the rule SR 1 . In the case w(jjxjj) = (2 ) ?m=2 e ?x t x=2 , we have w(r) = (2 ) ?m=2 e ?r 2 =2 , so T 0 = ?m=2 ?(m=2), and jU m jT 0 = 2. Therefore
The probability density for is proportional to m?1 e ? 2 =2 , a Chi density with m degrees of freedom. It is a standard statistical procedure to generate a random with this density (Monahan, 1987) . A standard procedure for generating uniformly random vectors z from U m , consists of rst generating x with components x i random from Normal(0,1) and setting z = x=jjxjj. However, this combined procedure for generating random vectors z must be equivalent to just generating random z from ?1; 1] m with density w(jjzjj). Therefore, all we need to do is generate the components z i random from Normal(0,1), and this is a simpler procedure. We propose the following algorithm for random degree one rules:
Degree One Spherical-Radial Rule Integration Algorithm 1. Input , m, f and N max . V and N. The input is an error tolerance, the input N max provides a limit on the time for the algorithm, and the output E is the standard error for the integral estimate I. The algorithm computes I and V using a modi ed version of a stable one-pass algorithm (Chan and Lewis, 1979) . The unscaled sample standard error E will usually be an error bound with approximately 68% certainty. Users of this algorithm who desire a higher degree of con dence can scale E appropriately. For example, a scale factor of 2 increases the certainty level to approximately 95%.
The error estimates obtained by scaling E with this algorithm (and the other algorithms in this section) should be used with caution for low N values. These error estimates are based on the use of the Central Limit Theorem to infer that the sample averages SR are approximately Normal. A careful implementation of the algorithms in this section could include an N min parameter and/or use a larger scale factor for E for small N values. For large N, a scaled E should provide a robust, statistically sound error estimate, as long as the multivariate normal model adequately represents the tails in the posterior density. Posterior densities with thicker tails are often more e ciently and reliably handled using a multivariate Student-t model. One technique for monitoring this is discussed by Monahan and Genz (1996) .
If we consider the Student-t weight, we can see that the density for is proportional to r m?1 (1 + r 2 ) ?(m+ )=2 and a change of variable shows this to be proportional to a Beta( m 2 ; 2 ) probability density (see Devroye, 1986 , for generating methods), so the random 's and the uniformly random vectors z from U m , needed for SR 1 can easily be generated. We can also show jU m jT 0 = 2, so the formula for SR 1 (f) is the same as the formula for the multivariate Normal case. By making appropriate changes to line 3(b) and 3(c) of the previous algorithm, a modi ed algorithm could be produced. Next, we consider the rule SR 3 Q; . Integration by parts with w(r) = (2 ) ?m=2 e ?r 2 =2 , shows T 2 = mT 0 , so The probability density for is proportional to m+1 e ? 2 =2 , a Chi density with m+2 degrees of freedom. We propose the following algorithm for stochastic degree three rules:
Degree Three Spherical-Radial Rule Integration Algorithm 1. Input , m, f and N max . V and N. The random orthogonal matrices Q can be generated using a product of appropriately chosen random re ections (see Stewart, 1980) . Other methods are discussed by Devroye (1986, p. 607) .
If we consider the Student-t weight case, then integration by parts shows that T 2 = m ?2 T 0 , and we therefore require > 2. In this case, SR 3 becomes Further analysis shows that r m+1 (1 + r 2 ) ?(m+ )=2 is proportional to a Beta( m+2 2 ; ?2 2 ) probability density, so the random 's for these SR 3 can easily be generated, and by making appropriate changes to lines 3(c) and 3(e) of the previous algorithm, a modi ed algorithm could be produced.
Finally, we consider the ruleŜR 5 Q; . For the weight w(r) = (2 ) ?m=2 e ?r 2 =2 , we nd T 4 = (m + 2)mT 0 , so The function q m+1 p 1 ? q is proportional to a standard Beta(m + 2; 3 2 ) probability density. The rst inner integral has the resulting < and the second has > . Because these cases are both equally likely andŜR 5 is symmetric in and , there is no loss of generality in always using < . Therefore, we choose r from a Chi(2m + 7) density and q from a Beta(m + 2; 3 2 ) density, and then = r sin( sin ?1 (q)
2 ) and = r cos( sin ?1 (q) 2 ) will be distributed with joint probability density proportional to ( ) m+1 e ?( 2 + 2 )=2 ( ? ) 2 ( + ). We note here that the same changes of variables could also be used to provide a practical method for generating the corresponding and for the Siegel and O'Brien (1985) nite interval rules. This question was not addressed in their paper. We propose the following algorithm for stochastic degree ve rules:
Degree Five Spherical-Radial Rule Integration Algorithm 1. Input , m, f and N max . If we consider the Student-t weight, then it can be shown that T 4 = m(m+2) 2 ( ?2)( ?4) T 0 , and we must have > 4. In this case, we could also produce a formula forŜR 5 . However, we have not found any easy method for generating the random 's and 's needed for R 5 , and so we do not consider this further. Anyway, for large , ?( +m 2 ) ? ( 2 ) p ( ) m (1 + r 2 ) ?(m+ )=2 (2 ) ?m=2 e ?r 2 =2 , so the rules that we have already developed for the multivariate Normal weight should be e ective.
A possibly signi cant overhead cost for the SR 3 andŜR 5 rules is the generation of the random orthogonal matrices. Using the algorithm given by Stewart (1980) , it can be shown that the cost for generating one such matrix Q is approximately 4m 3 =3 oating point operations ( ops) plus the cost of generating m 2 =2 Normal(0,1) random numbers. For SR 3 rules the columns of Q are used for the evaluation points for 2m integrand values, so the overhead cost per integrand value is 2m 2 =3 ops plus the cost of generating m=4 Normal(0,1) random numbers. Once an integrand evaluation point is available, we expect the cost for the evaluation of the integrand to be at least O(m), because there are m components for the input variable for the integrand. However, with application problems in statistics, the posterior density is often a complicated expression made up of a combination of standard elementary functions evaluated using the input variable components combined with the problem data (see the second example in the next section). Therefore, if the O(m) integrand evaluation cost is measured in ops, we expect the constant in O(m) to be very large, so that the 2m 2 =3 ops for the generation of the evaluation point for that integrand evaluation should not be signi cant unless m is very large. ForŜR 5 rules the Q overhead cost per evaluation point drops to approximately 2m=3 ops (plus the cost of m=4 Normal variates), and this is not signi cant compared to the integrand evaluation cost for typical statistics integration problems. We also note here that we need m=2 and m Normal variates, respectively, for the rules SR 1 and SR 0 , per integrand evaluation, so the Normal variate overhead is higher for the two lowest degree rules. Overall, except for very simple integrands or large m values, we do not expect the overhead costs for the four rules to be signi cant compared to the integrand evaluation cost. The following table of results we obtained using the SR rules: We have shown how to derive low degree stochastic integration rules for radial integrals with normal and Student-t weight functions. We have also shown how these new rules can be combined with stochastic rules for the surface of the sphere, to provide stochastic rules for in nite multivariate regions with multivariate normal and Student-t weight functions. Results from the examples suggest that averages of samples of these rules can provide more accurate integral estimates than simpler Monte-Carlo importance sampling methods. The standard errors from the samples provide robust error estimates for the new rules.
